BLM awards blanket purchase agreement to ARS
May 8, 2012

ARS will provide scientific and technical air quality support services as needed, to the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) under its recent award of a Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA). Specific
services will be ordered by the BLM in support of their work related to the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), Federal Land Policy & Management Act (FLPMA), and the Clean Air Act (CAA).
Example services the BLM may call upon ARS to perform during the 5-year contract period include:
•

Providing general project support such as instrumentation audits, modeling protocol and NEPA
analysis reviews, data validation, and interpretations of the NEPA and CAA.

•

Providing technical evaluation such as review and comment on New Source Review (NSR)
applications from industrial/commercial air pollution sources, assessment of air quality scoping
needs and procedural requirements for NEPA actions, and providing expert testimony in
support of air quality monitoring study results, legal decisions, and regulatory changes.

•

Conducting air quality monitoring and preparing management plans for federal and state air
monitoring programs.

•

Performing dispersion modeling studies for impacts to air quality related values such as
visibility degradation and acid deposition, comprehensive regional scale modeling studies or
assessments for photochemical pollutants, and impact analysis of oil and gas leasing.

•

Developing emissions inventories, calculating construction and operational emission rates for
industry equipment, and facility-specific emissions calculation spreadsheets for point and area
sources.

•

Other needed activities such as developing climate change and greenhouse gas management
plans, and providing consulting services to further analysis, interpretation, and reporting of airrelated subject areas, as well as tracking air quality and/or visibility trends.

ARS’ awarded BPA provides an unrestricted contract vehicle under ARS’ GSA Environmental
Services Schedule (link to http://www.air-resource.com/Docs/ARScatalogGS10F0046U.pdf). Federal,
State, District and/or Field offices may request work proposals directly or contracts can be negotiated
and administered through the BLM’s National Operations Center.

